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The vast majority of experiments which have searched for direct detection of DM particles are sensitive to particles with
a mass larger than a few GeV, so this is the region where the most stringent experimental limits have been placed on the
interaction cross section between DM particles and ordinary matter. The most stringent limits are set by underground noble
liquid experiments ([1], [2], [3]) which operate with multi-ton targets. By contrast, the mass range below a few GeV is much
less explored, with up to 1010 times weaker exclusion limits on the cross section. This means that a detector with only grams
of target mass could be able to produce competitive results.

In the search for DM, an important detector characteristic is directionality, ie the capability to link a signal to a given
direction in the sky. In fact, because of the motion of the Solar system in the galaxy, on Earth we are expected to experience
a DM ‘wind’, coming approximately from the direction of the Cygnus constellation. Most backgrounds, on the other hand,
either don’t have a specific direction (eg environmental radioactivity) or originate from different parts of the sky (eg solar
neutrinos).

We propose to develop a novel detector (a ‘dark-PMT’) to be employed in the search for DM with mass in the range
between approximately 1 MeV and a few GeV (‘light DM’). The detector concept is shown schematically in Figure 1 (left).
The detector is designed to be sensitive to DM-electron interactions in the target, which is made of vertically-aligned carbon
nanotubes.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can be thought of as a single graphene sheet wrapped in the shape of a straw, with an internal
diameter of a few nm. Vertically-aligned CNTs can be grown through Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) techniques [4].
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We Want to Develop a ‘Dark-PMT’

❖ ‘Dark-photocathode’ made of aligned CNTs


• DM extracts photoelectron of few eV


• e- escapes only if in direction of tube axis

!4

DM ‘Wind’

Directionality 
by design
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2019 Growth: We Broke Some Records

❖ Had access to Trieste CVD chamber


• Produced new batch of CNTs

9

H = 200 µm

H = 157 µm

Silicon substrate

Fused silica substrate

(Longest CNTs ever grown on fused silica)

Figure 1: Left: Schematic view of the ‘dark-PMT’ detector concept. Center: vertically-aligned CNTs grown in 2019 with the
CVD chamber present in Elettra (Trieste, Italy). Right: first synthesis of vertically-aligned CNTs achieved in August 2020
at University ‘Sapienza’ of Rome.
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100 g CNT are needed. In principle, the system is scal-
able at will, since the target mass does not need to be
concentrated in a small region.

Single electrons counts can be triggered by environ-
ment neutrons as well. This is a well known source
of background a✏icting all direct DM search experi-
ments and the screening techniques are the standard
ones. Thermal neutrons have scattering lengths of few
fermis with electrons in graphene, but they have not
enough energy to extract them e�ciently from the ma-
terial. A neutron moderation screen, as those currently
used in these kind of experiments, has to be included
when devising the apparatus. We assume that working
with compact units as HPDs, this kind of screening might
be achieved more easily than with other configurations.

Another source of single electron counts, which belongs
to similar configurations too, is the electron thermo-
emission. This can strongly be attenuated by cooling
the device down to cryogenic temperatures. However, as
noted in [21], the thermionic electron current from an ef-
fective surface of 1 m2 of graphene should definitely be
negligible at room temperatures being proportional to3

j ⇡ T 3 exp (��wf/kT ) (5)

This is essentially due to the fact that the work-function
�wf in graphene is almost three times as large than the
typical work-function of photocathodes.

As for the field emission, this has also been studied in
[18] where it is found that its starts being significant for
electric fields above 1V/nm, way larger than the ones we
consider, see (2).

Conclusions. We have shown that single wall car-
bon nanotube arrays might serve as directional detectors
also for sub-GeV DM particles, if an appropriate external
electric field is applied and electron recoils are studied.
An appreciable anisotropic response, as large as A ⇠ 0.4
in (3), is reached with a particular orientation orienta-
tion of the target with respect to the DM wind. Since
the proposed detection scheme does not require any pre-
cise determination of the electron ejection angle and re-
coil energy, the carbon nanotube array target could be
integrated and tested in a compact Hybrid Photodiode
system — a technology already available — made blind
to light. High target masses can be arranged within lim-
ited volumes with respect to configurations proposing to
use graphene planes.

The results presented are obtained starting from the
conclusions reached by Hochberg et al. [2] on DM scatter-
ing on graphene planes and adapted to the wrapped con-
figuration of single wall carbon nanotubes. The fact that

3 with a coe�cient � = 115.8 A/m2 K�3.

carbon nanotubes, and interstices among them in the ar-
ray, almost behave as empty channels is still an essential
feature to obtain the results of the calculations described
here. The mean free paths attainable in these configura-
tions are definitely higher if compared to dense targets
as graphite or any crystal. We also observe that, in the
detection scheme proposed, di↵erently from [1], small ir-
regularities in the geometry of nanotubes are inessential.

For comparison with previous work, we present the
exclusion plot, see Fig. 3, which can be obtained with
the detection configuration here proposed. We perform
a full calculation including ⇡ and sp2� electrons. The

FIG. 3: We compare our results with those obtained by
Hochberg et al. [2]. Calculations are done including both
electrons from ⇡�orbitals and from sp2�hybridized orbitals.
The exposure of 1 kg⇥year is used.

latter figure summarizes the potentialities of the scheme
proposed. They result to be very much comparable to
what found in [2], although with rather di↵erent appara-
tus and practical realization. To conclude, we notice that
the device here described might be used alternatively as
a detector of heavier DM particles. Just by changing the
direction of the electric field, one could count positive
carbon ions recoiled out of and channeled by the carbon
nanotubes (or within the interstices among them), as in
the original proposal [1] [3].
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Appendix: DM-electron scattering. In this Ap-
pendix we report the essential formulae we have used to
obtain the results in the text. We have adapted the ex-
pressions in [2] to the configuration with CNTs.

The M� DM mass needed to eject electrons from
graphene is about 3 MeV at the galactic escape velocity.
In the �e� scattering process, part of the momentum is

Figure 2: Left: APD current as a function of the electron gun current, for electrons with energy of 900 eV. Center: flux
of emitted photo-electrons when illuminating CNTs with UV radiation, as a function of the angle of the incoming photons;
the flux is normalized to the flux obtained on amorphous Carbon. Right: Expected sensitivity on the DM interaction cross
section, assuming an exposure of 1 kg × 1 year.

Growth parameters, such as pressure, temperature, exposure time, substrate material, catalyst metal, precursor gas will
determine the CNT length, density, and will determine if the CNTs are single-walled (each nanotube is formed by a single
graphene layer) or multi-walled (each nanotube is formed by multiple graphene cylinders sharing the same axis). A scanning-
electron microscope (SEM) image of a CVD growth of vertically aligned multi-walled CNTs is shown in Figure 1 (center).
These CNTs were grown in 2019 in the Elettra (Trieste) CVD chamber, and are about 200 µm in length. Since July 2020,
a new CVD chamber was installed in University of Rome ‘Sapienza’, capable of growing both multi-walled and single-walled
CNTs. The first growths were carried out in August 2020, and produced vertically-aligned CNTs of 80 - 100 µm in length,
as can be seen in the SEM image shown in Figure 1 (right).

The interaction of light DM particles in the CNT target would result in the ejection from the carbon lattice of an electron
with a kinetic energy in the 1-10 eV range. Vertically-aligned CNTs have been shown [5, 6] to have close to vanishing density
in the direction of the tube axis. Therefore, the ejected electrons will be able to exit the target if their momentum points in
the direction of the CNT axes, which is what happens when the tubes are aligned with the DM wind. This detector would
therefore have directionality by design [7, 8, 9], and being sensitive to electrons in the eV range would also be practically
unaffected by limitations related to reconstruction thresholds.

Once the ejected electrons leave the target, they will be accelerated by an external electric field and reach a kinetic energy
of a few keV before hitting a solid-state silicon detector placed on the other side of the detector. These detectors could
be either Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD), Low-Gain Avalanche Detectors (LGAD), or even Avalanche Photo-Diodes (APD),
depending on which trade-offs between energy resolution performance and cost-effectiveness will be deemed necessary. Recent
results [10] have shown that SDD detectors can be employed to reconstruct keV electrons with excellent resolution, but also
APDs have been employed with certain success in that same energy range [11].

Extensive characterization of the response of APDs to low-energy electrons has been carried out in 2020, in the LASEC
laboratories of Roma Tre [12]. The experimental apparatus consists of a ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber with a hot-
filament electron gun capable of producing mono-energetic electron beams with energy between 90 and 900 eV [13]. The bias
current Iapd produced by the APD when shooting with the gun on its sensitive surface, as a function of the gun current Igun,
can be seen in Figure 2 (left) for electrons with energy of Ee = 900 eV. As can be seen Iapd is found to be proportional to
Igun over the entire analyzed Igun range. Similar results were observed for Ee = 90 eV and Ee = 500 eV.

We have performed extensive characterization of CNTs in the UHV chamber present in LASEC laboratories, with both
X-ray and UV sources. Figure 2 (center) shows the flux of emitted photo-electrons, when illuminating the CNTs with a
Helium UV lamp (hν = 40.8 eV), as a function of the incidence angle γ of the UV radiation with respect to the CNT axis
direction. The flux is divided by same flux measured on amorphous carbon (aC), and the ratio is normalized to be equal
to unity around γ = 40◦. As can be seen, for all different photo-electron energies (shown in different colors), a significant
enhancement of the flux of photo-electrons emitted by CNTs is observed around γ = 90◦, which corresponds to light hitting
the CNTs at grazing angle. This is a further indication of the anisotropy of this material.

We therefore propose to search for light DM with detectors based on vertically-aligned CNTs. The experiment will be
composed of an array of dark-PMTs pointing towards Cygnus, and another array pointing in an orthogonal direction of the
sky. A DM signal would be seen as a significant excess of counts in the first array of detectors, compared to the second. The
detector performance is likely to be affected by the CNT target characteristics (density, length, as well as single-wall versus
multi-wall tubes) so these parameters need to be optimized appropriately. An estimate of the sensitivity on the interaction
cross section of light DM is summarized in Figure 2 (right, taken from [7]), as a function of the DM mass MX . Here an
exposure of 1 kg × 1 year is assumed, and results (blue dashed) are compared to Ref. [14] (black solid).
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